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Is there a bound dineutron in 11Li?
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Photodisintegration of11Li was accomplished by sending a beam of11Li at 28 MeV/nucleon through the
equivalent photon field of a lead target. By measuring the complete kinematics of the disintegration products
9Li1n1n, we constructed the correlation of the angle between the two neutrons in the rest frame of the
11Li. The correlation is independent of angle. This result argues against the existence of a bound dineutron
the ground state of11Li. @S0556-2813~96!01210-1#

PACS number~s!: 21.45.1v, 23.20.En, 25.60.Gc, 27.20.1n
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11Li is the archetypal exotic nucleus—a light, neutro
dripline nucleus that may be viewed as a core (9Li ! plus two
valence neutrons. The pairs—core plus neutron and neu
plus neutron—do not bind, but the three-body system
bound. In addition, the low binding energy, only 0.3 Me
@1#, of the two valence neutrons gives them a relatively lar
radial extent; they form a neutron halo. Finally, it has be
suggested that the main structure of11Li may be even sim-
pler than core-plus-two-neutrons; it may be core-plu
dineutron@2,3#—a pair of strongly correlated neutrons.

In two similar experiments@4–6#, 11Li was dissociated by
photon absorption into9Li1n1n, and the9Li and both neu-
trons were detected. A11Li target being unattainable, two
ingenious developments were used—a radioactive beam
cility @7,8# and the method of equivalent photons@9,10#.
11Li became the projectile, and the electric field of a P
target nucleus was the photon source. Each event was tr
formed back into the11Li rest frame, where various histo
grams were constructed. The two experiments agree w
each other, as shown in Fig. 1, except for the partition of
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decay energy between the9Li-2n and then-n systems. The
data of@6# are interpreted in terms of an extended dineutro
model. This work is based on a histogram of the neutro
neutron angular correlation contained in data of the expe
ment of@4,5#. As we will show below, that correlation gives
no evidence for a dineutron in the ground state of11Li.

The difficulty in seeing the ground-state structure is rem
niscent of the Heisenberg microscope: the process of exa
ining the system destroys it. We see two neutrons in the fin
state, but where were they in the initial state? Fortunately
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FIG. 1. Comparison of relative energy (Enn) spectra of the two

neutrons between two experiments. The open circles are from@6#
and the solid circles are from@5#.
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conclusion of both experiments@4–6# was that the photon
absorption led to a direct, rather than to a resonant, break
With a direct transition to continuum states, the equivale
photon method is a very good way to look at the ground-st
structure of 11Li if two requirements are met:~1! The mo-
mentum of the absorbed photon should not significantly p
turb the initial correlation of the system. This will be true
the photon momentum is small compared to the moment
of the 9Li core and of each neutron. The perturbation shou
be gentle. ~2! The photon absorption process should ta
place so quickly that the positions of the three constitue
are not significantly changed; it should be asuddenabsorp-
tion. If these requirements are met, no elaborate theory
required to see in the final state then-n correlation that ex-
isted in the ground state.

The first requirement is met because@4,5# show that a
typical 9Li momentum is about 30 MeV/c and a typical neu-
tron momentum is about 20 MeV/c, whereas the peak in the
photon absorption cross section is aroundpg51 MeV/c. So
the perturbing photons do not appreciably disrupt the syst
The second condition is also met. At our beam veloci
c/4, the 11Li projectile pathlength over which most of the
photon absorption occurs is about 25 fm, which, at the p
jectile velocity of c/4, results in an interaction time o
;100 fm/c. The orbital period of a halo neutron is muc
greater. To estimate the latter, we note that a halo neut
has an rms radius of about 6 fm@11# and a momentum of
about 20 MeV/c, hence a period of almost 2000 fm/c, about
20 times the interaction time.

Because both the gentle and sudden requirements are
we can expect that a dineutron in the ground state wo
show itself in the final state. With that expectation, we loo
for evidence for a dineutron in our data.

If the Coulomb dissociation is indeed both gentle and su
den, a dineutron structure in the ground state results i
two-body breakup in the first instance. The two neutrons
assumed to be strongly correlated, i.e., relative moment
between them is zero. Thereafter, the angleu between the
momenta of the two neutrons in the11Li center of mass
system should be zero, or cosu should be 1.0. This is the
suggestion made by Tanihataet al. @12# from an evaluation
of average momentum distributions of9Li at a beam energy
of 790 MeV/nucleon and of neutrons at 29 MeV/nucleo
respectively. Note that the assumption of zero relative m
mentum does not necessarily mean that the dineutron
‘‘pointlike.’’ On the other hand, the two neutrons may ex
tend to a significant distance in coordinate space as is
case of the deuteron.

Our measured distribution of cosu, the first to be pub-
lished, along with some model distributions are given in F
2. In that figure the points are from our experiment. They a
indeed peaked toward cosu 5 1.0, but that peaking is a dis
tortion caused by the differential response of the neutr
detection system@4,5#. That detection system had a rath
limited angle coverage, the maximum neutron angle w
respect to the11Li projectile direction being only 5°. For
very low decay energies, 5° is sufficient to encompass n
trons emitted under all kinematically possible conditions
the 11Li rest frame, but for higher decay energies neutro
up.
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near 90° in the rest frame will miss the detector. The effe
of the differential response on the cosu distribution can be
understood by consideration of a simple example involvin
two extreme decay modes. For decays in which the two ne
trons recoil together against the9Li, the neutrons have the
minimum possible velocity for a given decay energy. Fo
decays in which one recoils back-to-back against the oth
neutron and the9Li, the first neutron has the maximum pos
sible velocity. If the decay energy is 0.52 MeV, for example
both neutrons in the first, parallel, category will have labo
ratory angles below 5°, but in the second, antiparallel, ca
egory only 1/4 of the time will both neutrons have angle
below 5°.

To take this effect and other geometry effects into a
count, we calculated cosu distributions for two decay models
and included the detector response by Monte Carlo simu
tions. The solid histogram in Fig. 2 is for the standard thre
body phase-space model@13#. Were it not for detector re-
sponse effects, this histogram would be a constant. Since
data have the same distribution, we can conclude that t
neutrons are emitted with no angular correlation betwe
them. The good agreement between the data and the thr
body phase-space model also suggests that the final s
interaction between the two neutrons does not manifest its
significantly in the present data.

The dashed histogram is for the simple dineutron mod
in which the two neutrons are emitted with equal velocitie
and with cosu 5 1. This histogram is at wide variance with
the data. We conclude that there is no evidence here for
dineutron model and good evidence against it.
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FIG. 2. Angle distribution of the two neutrons when11Li decays
into 9Li1n1n. The angle between the momenta of the neutrons
u. The points are from our experiment. The histograms are Mon
Carlo simulations of two decay models: solid, standard three-bo
phase space; dashed, two-body dineutron. The dashed histog
rises above 2000 at cosu 5 1.
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